For Friday, February 6, 2015

Publications
Articles, Essays, Book Chapters, Poems, Short Stories, Reviews

Hamlin, Hannibal. "Women Reading and Writing the Bible." Spenser Review. 44.3.57 (2015).


Presentations


Honors, Awards, Appointments

Thomas Davis and Mary Thomas have received an Arts and Humanities Grant in the amount of $18,000 for the new project entitled, "Grounding the Anthropocene: A Geontology of Williston, North Dakota."

Christopher Highley has been awarded a Long-Term Folger Shakespeare Library Fellowship for the 2015-16 academic year to support his book-length project, "Blackfriars: Playhouse, Church, and Neighborhood in Early Modern London."

Announcements

The Department of English is pleased to welcome Jennifer Schnabel, who will join the Ohio State University Libraries staff on April 1, 2015, as the new English librarian.

The submission deadline for the Department of English undergraduate awards and scholarships has been extended to Monday, February 9, 2015. Please contact Pablo Tanquay with any questions about the application process.
Upcoming Events

Events are abstracted from the department website; check there for more information.

Friday, February 6, 2015

LiteracyStudies@OSU will host an Interdisciplinary Seminar in Literacy Studies with William Sturkey (North Carolina) on the topic of "Literacy Campaigns and Initiatives." 12-1:30pm at the Humanities Institute, 104 E. 15th Avenue.

The Department of English Creative Writing Program will host fiction writer Sarah Shun-lien Bynum for a public reading of her creative work. 8pm at the South Campus Gateway Barnes & Noble, 1598 N. High Street.

Saturday, February 7, 2015

The Wexner Center for the Arts will host Professor Michelle Herman and Ohio State alum Joshua Jay for an afternoon of magic and a public reading of their works. 2-4pm in the Wexner Center Film/Video Theatre.

Wednesday, February 11, 2015

The Multicultural Center will host a community dialogue titled, “Women: Submissive and Docile? Says Who?” as part of a series on women’s rights in American and Asian societies. 4pm in the Multicultural Center (Alonso Family Room).
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For Thursday, February 12, 2015

Publications
Articles, Essays, Book Chapters, Poems, Short Stories, Reviews


Presentations


Upcoming Events

Events are abstracted from the department website; check there for more information.

Monday, February 16, 2015
Project Narrative will host Emma Kafalenos (Washington University of St. Louis) and James Phelan (Ohio State) for a panel on the novel The Sense of an Ending by Julian Barnes. 4:15pm in the Senate Chamber Room, the Ohio Union (2nd floor).

Tuesday, February 17, 2015
The Arts and Sciences Graduate School will host Jim Grossman, executive director of the American Historical Association, for their annual Alternative Careers event. 3:30pm at the Wexner Film/Video Theatre.

The Department of English MFA Program in Creative Writing will host their final Student-Faculty Reading of the 2014-15 series, featuring Professor Jennifer Schlueter, Graham Barnhart, Anne Guidry, and Angela So. 7:30pm in 165 Thompson Library.
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For Thursday, February 19, 2015

Publications
Articles, Essays, Book Chapters, Poems, Short Stories, Reviews


Presentations


Honors & Awards

Kay Halasek has been appointed to head the Ohio Writing Program Administrators, the state affiliate of the Council of Writing Program Administrators. OWPA represents all writing programs in Ohio's colleges and universities.

Kay Halasek has been appointed a reviewer for Bakhtiniana: Revista de Estudos do Discurso. Bakhtiniana is a Portuguese/English eJournal co-sponsored by the Applied Linguistics and Language Studies Post-graduate program of Pontificia Universidade Católica de São Paulo/LAEL-PUCSP and members of the Language, Identity, and Memory Research Group/CNPq (National Council for Scientific and Technological Development).
Upcoming Events

Events are abstracted from the department website; check there for more information.

Tuesday, February 24, 2015
The OSU Graduate Pan-Asian Caucus (GRADPAC) presents a panel discussion, "State of the Field: Racialized Tensions," featuring professors Lynn Itagaki, Pranav Jani, and Joe Ponce. 5:00-7:00pm in the Alonso Family Room, Student Life Multicultural Center, Ohio Union (1st Floor).

Thursday, February 26, 2015
The Department of English and the Film Studies Program will host Terri Francis (Communication and Culture, Indiana Univ.) for a guest lecture, "Josephine Baker's Animated Burlesque: Cinema, Performance, and the Question of Agency," 4:00pm in 311 Denney Hall.

Friday, February 27, 2015
LiteracyStudies@OSU continues its translation series with a workshop on Translating Sacred Texts. Professors Bilal Orfali, Sam Meier, and Naomi Brenner will reflect on both the details and the larger implications of translating texts sacred in different traditions. 2:30-4:00pm in 143 University Hall.
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For Friday, February 27, 2015

Publications
Articles, Essays, Book Chapters, Poems, Short Stories, Reviews


Presentations


Upcoming Events

Events are abstracted from the department website; check there for more information.

Friday, February 27, 2015
The Department of Spanish and Portuguese and Project Narrative will present a talk by Professor Charles Ganelin (Miami University) titled, “Miguel de Cervantes’s Exemplary Sensorium, or the Skinny on The Spanish-English Lady.” 2:20-3:40pm in 255 Hagerty Hall.

The Center for Folklore Studies and Smog Veil Records will host a Performance Talk by David Thomas, a Cleveland underground performer and co-founder of the legendary bands Pere Ubu and Rocket From the Tombs. 5:00-6:30pm in 180 Hagerty Hall.
Sunday, March 1, 2015
Professor Michelle Herman will host a book launch for her new essay collection, Like A Song (2015). Michelle will be present for a public reading and book signing. 6:30-10:00pm at Ace of Cups (Clintonville), 2619 N High Street.

Monday, March 2, 2015
The Department of English graduate program will host Nancy Yousef (CUNY) for a guest lecture titled, "Everyday Aesthetics between Wordsworth and Wittgenstein," 4:00pm in 311 Denney Hall.

Tuesday, March 3, 2015
The Department of English graduate program will host Nancy Yousef (CUNY) for a graduate workshop in 19th Century Literature titled, "Romantic Intimacy." Contact Kathleen Griffin to enroll. 9:00-11:00am in 311 Denney Hall.

Wednesday, March 4, 2015
The Department of English Diversity and Inclusion Committee will host a workshop titled, "Teaching and Supporting English Language Learners," as part of their Promoting Classroom Inclusion series. 12:00-1:30pm in 311 Denney Hall.

Thursday, March 5, 2015
LiteracyStudies@OSU will host their Annual Lecture in History of the Book, featuring Dr. Cynthia Brokaw (Brown University) on "Regional Book Cultures and Publishing Networks in Qing China," 4:00-5:30pm in 311 Denney Hall.

Friday, March 6, 2015
LiteracyStudies@OSU will host a Graduate Interdisciplinary Seminar in Literacy Studies on the "Push and Pull of Specialized Literacies," 12:00-1:30pm at the Humanities Institute, 104 E 15th Avenue.
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